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1 Abstract

Android is one of the most popular Operating Systems (OS) for smart phones and other portable devices. It supports various sensors with standard APIs including accelerometers. The accelerometer standard API defines the coordinate system for accelerometer raw data. Users have to then convert the raw data read from sensors to the standard unit and make them comply with the defined coordinate directions. This application note introduces how the coordinate system on Android is defined, and how to convert the 3-axis directions on the driver code within the Android system. The sample code discussed is based on Freescale’s driver code for Android 2.2 and 2.3, using the MMA8452Q as an example.
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Abstract

A smart phone or portable device should have Wi-Fi and Internet capabilities, the ability to run applications, and must have built-in sensors. A high-end smart phone could also integrate a proximity sensor, an ambient light sensor, a 3-axis accelerometer, and a magnetometer. Android 2.3 adds API support for several new sensor types, including gyroscopes, sensors for rotational vector, linear acceleration, gravity, and barometer pressure. Applications can use these new sensors in combination with any other sensors available on the device, in order to implement advanced motion based functions with high precision and accuracy.

The 3-axis accelerometer or low-g sensor is one of the sensors supported by Android API, which has a specified coordinate system to supply a standard interface to applications. The coordinate space is defined relative to the screen of the phone in its default orientation as shown in Figure 1.

![Android Coordinate System for 3-axis Accelerometer](image)

**Figure 1. Android Coordinate System for 3-axis Accelerometer**

The origin is in the lower-left corner with respect to the screen, with the X-axis horizontal and pointing right, the Y-axis vertical and pointing up and the Z-axis pointing outside the front face of the screen. In this system, coordinates behind the screen have negative Z values.

The Android accelerometer data specification is: Sensor.TYPE_ACCELEROMETER

All values are in SI units (m/s²) and measure the acceleration applied to the phone minus the force of gravity.

- values[0]: Acceleration minus Gx on the x-axis
- values[1]: Acceleration minus Gy on the y-axis
- values[2]: Acceleration minus Gz on the z-axis

For example, when the device lies flat on a table and is pushed on its left side toward the right, the x acceleration value is positive. When the device lies flat on a table, the acceleration value is +9.81, which correspond to the acceleration of the device (0 m/s²) minus the force of gravity (-9.81 m/s²).
Abstract

When the device lies flat on a table and is pushed toward the sky with an acceleration of \( A \) m/s\(^2\), the acceleration value is equal to \( A+9.81 \) which correspond to the acceleration of the device (+A m/s\(^2\)) minus the force of gravity (-9.81 m/s\(^2\)).

Table 1 lists the acceleration values read from the sensor corresponding to each position of a device. Users can check whether the accelerometer directions comply with the system coordinate with this table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>Y</th>
<th>Z</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UP:</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9.81m/s(^2)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEFT:</td>
<td>9.81m/s(^2)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOWN:</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-9.81m/s(^2)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIGHT:</td>
<td>-9.81m/s(^2)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRONT UP:</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9.81m/s(^2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BACK UP:</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-9.81m/s(^2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The 3-axis acceleration values are read from the accelerometer sensor, assuming that the sensor’s 3-axis direction complies with the system coordinate. However in an actual product, different sensor chips could be used, or the mounting directions could be different, so that the data direction differs. Figure 2 shows the orientation definition of Freescale’s MMA8452Q 3-axis accelerometer.
Abstract

From Figure 2, we can see that the chip must be mounted with pin 1 at right-down position (PD), and mounted on the front of the PCB, in order to align with the default position of the Android Coordinate System. By doing this, the user ensures that the data direction complies with the system’s coordinate definition. In any other cases, the data will not comply with the system definition and the direction of the data needs to be changed. In some cases, the X and Y-axis must be swapped or both direction changing and X-Y swapping are needed.

Figure 2. Orientation Definition of MMA8452Q

The way to judge whether the direction conversions or X-Y swapping are needed is described as below:

1. Put the device on its UP position as shown on Table 1.
2. Read the 3-axis data from the sensor. If the data on Y-axis is about ±1 g (±9.81m/s²), and data on other two axes is about 0, then X-Y swapping is not needed. Otherwise X and Y-axis needs to be swapped, go to Step 3.
   a) On this position, if Y-axis data is read as +1 g (+9.81m/s²), the Y-axis direction doesn’t need to convert; whereas, if the data is negative, the Y-axis direction needs to be converted.
   b) Put the device on its LEFT position as shown on Table 1. The X-axis data should be read as ±1 g (±9.81m/s²), and the data on the other two axes should be about 0. If the X-axis data is positive, its direction doesn’t need to be converted; otherwise the X-axis direction needs to be converted. Go to Step 4 to judge the Z-axis direction.
3. Put the device on its UP position and read the 3-axis data from the sensor. If the data on X-axis is about $\pm 1 \text{ g (} \pm 9.81\text{m/s}^2\text{)}$, and data on other two axes is about 0, then X-Y swapping is needed.
   a) On this position, if X-axis data is read as $+1 \text{ g (} +9.81\text{m/s}^2\text{)}$, the X-axis direction doesn’t need to be converted; otherwise it needs to be converted.
   b) Put the device on its LEFT position as shown on Table 1. The Y-axis data should be read as $\pm 1 \text{ g (} \pm 9.81\text{m/s}^2\text{)}$, and the data on other two axes should be about 0. If the Y-axis data is positive, its direction doesn’t need to be converted; otherwise it needs to be converted.

4. Put the device on its FRONT-UP position and read the 3-axis data from the sensor. If the data on Z-axis is about $+1 \text{ g (} +9.81\text{m/s}^2\text{)}$, and data on other two axes is about 0, then Z-axis direction doesn’t need to be converted; whereas, if the Z-axis data is about $-1 \text{ g (} -9.81\text{m/s}^2\text{)}$, then Z-axis direction needs to be converted.

On an Android system, the sensor data is read by the Linux driver on the Kernel space, and sent to the API by the HAL driver. The layered structure is shown as Figure 3. Therefore, the sensor data could be converted on either the Linux driver level or HAL level.

![Figure 3. Android Driver Architecture](image)
1.2 Convert X, Y and Z-Axis Directions on Android HAL File

On the HAL file, there would be a group of macro definitions that are used to convert the acceleration data read from the sensor to the standard unit (m/s²). Like the below code:

```c
// conversion of acceleration data to SI units (m/s^2)
#define CONVERT_A (GRAVITY_EARTH / LSG)
#define CONVERT_A_X (-CONVERT_A)
#define CONVERT_A_Y (CONVERT_A)
#define CONVERT_A_Z (CONVERT_A)
```

On this macro definition, the constant `GRAVITY_EARTH` is a standard gravity value, which is 9.81m/s², and `LSG` is the least significant count for one gravity, for example, 1024 counts for MMA8452 on normal mode. So `CONVERT_A` is used to convert the data read from accelerometer sensors, from digital counts to standard gravity unit.

We can easily change directions of X, Y and Z-axis by modifying `CONVERT_A_X`, `CONVERT_A_Y` and `CONVERT_A_Z` respectively. If the direction of an axis is opposite to the system definition, use `(-CONVERT_A)` to convert it. If their directions are accordant, use `(CONVERT_A)` to keep the direction unchanged.

The macro definition is located on the HAL file `sensor.c` for FSL Android 9 (Android 2.2) driver. For FSL Android 10 (Android 2.3), you can find it on the HAL file `Sensor.h` in folder ‘ibsensors’.

1.3 Swap X and Y-axis on Android 2.2 HAL File

In some cases the X and Y-axis must be swapped to make the sensor data direction comply with the system coordinate.

For FSL Android 9 (Android 2.2) driver, Swapping X and Y axis can be easily implemented. First, find the code below on the function `sensor_poll()` on the HAL file `sensor.c`:

```c
switch (event.code) {
    case ABS_X:
        sSensors.acceleration.x = event.value * CONVERT_A_X;
        break;
    case ABS_Y:
        sSensors.acceleration.y = event.value * CONVERT_A_Y;
        break;
    case ABS_Z:
        sSensors.acceleration.z = event.value * CONVERT_A_Z;
        break;
}
```

Second, modify the code as shown below:

```c
switch (event.code) {
    case ABS_X:
        sSensors.acceleration.y = event.value * CONVERT_A_Y;
        break;
    case ABS_Y:
        sSensors.acceleration.x = event.value * CONVERT_A_X;
        break;
    case ABS_Z:
        sSensors.acceleration.z = event.value * CONVERT_A_Z;
        break;
}
```
1.4 Swap X and Y-axis on Android 2.3 HAL File

It’s a little more complicated to swap X and Y-axis on Android 2.3 HAL files, because it has a more complicated HAL file structure. All the HAL files are in folder ‘libsensors’. Two functions in file AccelSensor.cpp need to be modified.

First, modify the code for the function AccelSensor() as shown below:

```c
if (accel_is_sensor_enabled(SENSOR_TYPE_ACCELEROMETER)) {
    mEnabled |= 1<<Accelerometer;
    if (!ioctl(data_fd, EVIOCGABS(EVENT_TYPE_ACCEL_X), &absinfo)) {
        mPendingEvents[Accelerometer].acceleration.y = absinfo.value * CONVERT_A_Y;
    }
    if (!ioctl(data_fd, EVIOCGABS(EVENT_TYPE_ACCEL_Y), &absinfo)) {
        mPendingEvents[Accelerometer].acceleration.x = absinfo.value * CONVERT_A_X;
    }
    if (!ioctl(data_fd, EVIOCGABS(EVENT_TYPE_ACCEL_Z), &absinfo)) {
        mPendingEvents[Accelerometer].acceleration.z = absinfo.value * CONVERT_A_Z;
    }
}
```

Second, modify the code on the function processEvent() as shown below:

```c
void AccelSensor::processEvent(int code, int value) {
    switch (code) {
    case EVENT_TYPE_ACCEL_X:
        mPendingMask |= 1<<Accelerometer;
        mPendingEvents[Accelerometer].acceleration.y = value * CONVERT_A_Y;
        break;
    case EVENT_TYPE_ACCEL_Y:
        mPendingMask |= 1<<Accelerometer;
        mPendingEvents[Accelerometer].acceleration.x = value * CONVERT_A_X;
        break;
    case EVENT_TYPE_ACCEL_Z:
        mPendingMask |= 1<<Accelerometer;
        mPendingEvents[Accelerometer].acceleration.z = value * CONVERT_A_Z;
        break;
    }
}
```

Upon completion, the X and Y-axis are swapped.
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1.5 Swap X and Y-axis on Kernel Driver File

X and Y-axis data could be swapped at the very beginning when the sensor data is read in the low level Linux driver. With this method, the HAL file could keep its consistency no matter how the sensor chip mounted is on the PCB, or what kind of sensor is used.

For both Android 2.2 and 2.3, the most convenient way to do this is to modify the code on function report_abs(). On this function, sensor data is read by calling function mma8452_read_data() as below (in case the used sensor is MMA8452Q):

```c
if (mma8452_read_data(&x,&y,&z) != 0) {
    //DBG("mma8452 data read failed\n");
    return;
}
```

X and Y-axis can be swapped easily as below:

```c
if (mma8452_read_data(&y,&x,&z) != 0) {
    //DBG("mma8452 data read failed\n");
    return;
}
```

For Android 2.2, the Linux driver file of MMA8452 is mma8452.c; for Android 2.3, it’s mxc_mma8452.c in folder ‘hwmon’.

1.6 Convert X, Y and Z Axis Directions on Kernel Driver File

The sensor data directions can also be changed on the Linux driver file. Below sentences with comments could be added into function report_abs() to change the data directions:

```c
if (mma8452_read_data(&y,&x,&z) != 0) {
    //DBG("mma8452 data read failed\n");
    return;
}

x *= -1; //Reverse X direction
y *= -1; //Reverse Y direction
z *= -1; //Reverse Z direction
input_report_abs(mma8452_idev->input, ABS_X, x);
input_report_abs(mma8452_idev->input, ABS_Y, y);
input_report_abs(mma8452_idev->input, ABS_Z, z);
input_sync(mma8452_idev->input);
```
1.7 Conclusion

Android system has defined its coordinate system for the accelerometer, so users must convert the data read from actual sensors to comply with it. Both X, Y, Z-axis directions and X-Y-axis orientation should be checked whether conversions are needed or not. We can modify either HAL file or Kernel driver file to change axis directions or swap X and Y-axis, but do not modify HAL file and Kernel driver both at same time.
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